
Recognition Type Submitted Colleague Recognnized Note of Gratitude

Colleague Recognition Lisa McDowell Abby McCleery Special thank you to Abigail A. McCleery for going above and beyond to find meaningful 

ways to help our colleagues during high volume days. You always bring forward the best 

ideas!

Colleague Recognition Derek Yaldo Bill Shirlen I want to thank Bill, not just for his years of service, but for always being willing to 

pitch in and lend a hand to help others, accommodate whatever the clinic needs, 

his willingness to learn, and always being willing to invest time teaching others. He 

does all this with an excellent attitude. 
Colleague Recognition Abigail A. McCleery Carla Kline I’d like to thank Carla Kline for doing a great job of scheduling our Lifestyle Medicine 

patients!  She is very thorough and helpful!  Thanks Carla!  You are appreciated!

Colleague Recognition Paul Arnold Crystal Schmalz I am thankful for Crystal Schmaltz who has been leading the All God's Children 

Colleague support project.  Crystal stepped in to lead when Tom Rea  retired.  

Crystal has worked so well and collaborated with the manager of four areas that are 

often overlooked. Crystal did all this in addition to her normal role as CPE educator.

Colleague Recognition Tami Garcia Erin Leinhardt I would like to send a note to Erin Lienhardt RN, NC 8E.  Erin comes to work every 

day to support our team in anyway she can, she is thorough, supportive and ultra-

organized in her workflow.  She has been a  vital part of hallway boarding of 

patients on 8E and making this happen to help through put of pts from the ED.

Colleague Recognition Karin Montgomery Eveyln Albertson I just wanted to send a huge thank you for all of the continuous support you 

provide for the Nursing Department!!!  Whenever we have questions or a 911 need 

of data, you stop everything to help out.  Thank you so very much!  We could not do 

it without you!!!
Colleague Recognition Rebecca Gutierrez Grace Peper & Trisha Wotring I would like to say thank you to Tricia Wotring and Grace Peper for taking on 

radiology as a pilot program for the new N-95 fitting process.  As with any new pilot 

there have been multiple issues to weave through.  Even though the staff was 

frustrated they were kind and compassionate. Thank you for being REMARKABLE!

Colleague Recognition Iain George Isabel Gauss Thank you for being a fantastic and supportive leader!

Colleague Recognition Dave Costello Jenna Kuhn Thank you for taking the time to create smartphrase templates that will benefit the 

team!



Colleague Recognition Jennifer Dunn Jennie Bowerson Thank you for your dedication to our patient, our team, and to me. I am always 

grateful for your smile and your optimism. I know these last few years have been 

extremely challenging for you, probably some  of the most of difficult you have 

experienced. I want you to know that I recognize that and I am awe inspired by your 

strength and resilience.  Thank you for all that you do.  You are my rock and my 

Healthcare Hero!
Colleague Recognition Collin Chapin-Tovey Jennifer Dunn Thank you for leading your teams through the daily trenches!

Colleague Recognition Loree Collett Karla Zarb I am so thankful for our friendship and working together. It has been fun and crazy 

and I am so thankful for you!
Colleague Recognition Tahnee Thibodeau Kelly Ramseyer

Lynda Seeley

Kyle Parker

Angela Scrivens

Lisa Warren

Wanted to give a big thanks to Kelly Ramseyer RD, Lynda Seeley RD, Kyle Parker RD 

and Angela Scrivens RD today for assisting me covering 6 north/ MICU today!! With 

such high acuity I could not do this alone!!! Also special thanks to Lisa Warren, RD 

who always offers to help me when my caseload is busy!!

Colleague Recognition Kristina Foor K'Lynne McKinley K'Lynne McKinley has a special gift for making all those around her feel welcomed 

and valued.  This is a rare attribute in many that I meet today.  I appreciate her and 

really enjoy working with her on projects with her.  I never leave the meeting 

without a laugh or two.
Colleague Recognition Paul Hubbard Kristina Foor Thank you kindly for the nomination to this program. While appreciated, I believe 

that Kristina Foor would be more deserving of this nomination.  I had a unique 

opportunity to help out the technicians in my department, but she is helping them 

every day. She not only is staffing alongside with our techs, but she is also finding 

alternative methods to making sure that workload is being accomplished without 

compromising patient care during an unprecedented staffing shortage. What she 

and our technicians are doing every day is what really should be recognized.

Colleague Recognition Kyle Parker Lisa Warren

Angela Scrivens

Julia Kammeraad

I would like to thank Lisa Warren, Angela Scrivens, Julia Kammeraad for helping me 

cover the Nutrition referrals over the weekend. I could not have done it on my own. 

Thank you Ladies for being such awesome workmates!
Colleague Recognition Niveen Elder Loree Collett I would like to share that Loree has been an absolutely tremendous professional, 

and I am extremely grateful to be working with her. She brings such great energy 

and truly cares for each person and project she works on. I hope to be able to 

model her strong character.



Colleague Recognition Joanne MacDonald Melissa Hess I would like to share my gratitude to Melissa Hess for coordinating all of the 

pharmacy week activities for our department last week.  She put together a 

wonderful week and didn't miss a beat to ensure every shift was covered and every 

person felt special.

Thank you Melissa!
Colleague Recognition Laura Leopold Melissa Hess On Friday, October 22nd, I was working as an ambassador down in the Covid Booster 

Clinic. Melissa Hess (IP Pharmacy) was my contact for mixing vials. She did an 

amazing job of anticipating what we would need and running the vials down quickly 

when needed. The end of the day was a bit hectic with last minute walk-ins, but she 

did a terrific job of keeping us in stock.
Colleague Recognition Laurie Armstrong Michelle Davenport I would like to thank and recognize Michelle Davenport, RN, BSN, St. Joe’s Ann 

Arbor Spine Nurse Navigator.  

Michelle joined the Spine Program nearly a year ago, and being that this is a start 

up program, she walked into it with a blank sheet…no established protocols or 

workflows…and she took responsibility from day one.

Each day Michelle has brought an open mind and heart to learn and help develop 

best practices for the program.  She takes great care of the neuro spine patients 

and to date has navigated more than 250 patients.

Without her constant commitment and help, the program would not have gotten 

off to such a great start!

Many thanks to Michelle!



Colleague Recognition Nicola Matthews Michelle Pappas I would like to nominate Michelle Pappas for the Thank a Colleague gift basket give 

away.

Michelle always goes above and beyond in everything she does.  Michelle is 

tenacious and never backs down from a challenge; if she doesn't already have the 

answer to a problem, you can be assured, before the day is over, she will have 

either solved the issue or directed you to the person who can. 

No matter how busy she is (and she is a very busy person), Michelle never makes 

you feel like you are too much trouble or that your issue is any less important than 

whatever else she is working on. 

Michelle greets everybody and every day with a smile and a positive attitude. She is 

a person who embodies Trinity Health's Core Values.

Thanks, Michelle, for always brightening my day and never making me feel 

incompetent when I come to you for help. 

Colleague Recognition K'Lynne McKinley Paul Arnold I am thankful for Paul Arnold, the new Spiritual Care Manager. It is great to have 

some new, playful energy around the office!
Colleague Recognition Lisa Wildman Rachel Bush Thank you for always being willing to help out and answer all my pleas for IT help! 

More so, thank you for bring some much needed comedic relief to our morning 

huddles and throughout the day with your thought provoking emails. – Lisa

Colleague Recognition Nancy Wilson Rachel Bush I'd like to give a BIG thank you to Rachel Bush from the Radiology Dept. for solving 

my computer access issue.  She took the time out of her busy day to help out a 

colleague & I very much appreciate her! 
Colleague Recognition Darlene Wahlberg Rosalie Tocco-Bradley I am very grateful to the continuous support that I receive by my leader!  Dr. Tocco-

Bradley always has time for me—even given her extensive role and responsibilities. 

 This support makes me feel good and more confident in my daily work.  Leaders 

are important and I so appreciate her. 
Colleague Recognition Janine Jones Ruth Raleigh I would like to show my appreciation for Ruth Raleigh, she goes above and beyond 

to assist with patient care whenever is needed. She is a born leader, always taking 

matters into her own hands to make patient care first and foremost. Ruth 

demonstrates kindness and compassion to all of her colleagues, going above and 

beyond to offer assistance any way she can. Ruth for all you do for our FIND/Lung 

nodule program, thank you!



Colleague Recognition Lisa Wildman Ruth Raleigh Thank you for being such a dedicated leader and advocate for the FIND program! 

Also, thank you for always finding the time through your insanely busy schedule to 

answer all of our questions and circling back with the whole team ensuring we are 

all 'in the know'. The FIND program would be lost without you!

Colleague Recognition Amie Laginess Savannah Thomas I'd like to thank Savannah Thomas for her dedication and knowledge of the OCS 

role. She always goes above and beyond for our cancer patients. She is kind, 

thorough, efficient, hardworking, helpful, supportive, pays attention to detail and is 

a true asset to our team! My days are better when she is here! I appreciate her 

desire to support all members of our team. She is a treasure!  Thank you Savannah!

Colleague Recognition Abigail A. McCleery Stephen Lee I would like to give a shout out to Stephen Lee for always helping with any and all 

internal communications needs.  He is always kind and patient, even though I know 

how busy he is.  You are appreciated Stephen!!
Colleague Recognition Linda Tinsley Ted Theodoroff Thank you sincerely to my wonderful Director, Ted Theodoroff for his endless 

support and making me a better and stronger leader!

Team Recognition Mike Prochnow Nursing Administration I appreciate my friends in the nursing administration hall, who are there to support 

me, outside of the normal business stuff.  They watch out for me and I try to watch 

out for them!!!
Team Recognition Lisa Warren Nutrition Services I want to express my immense appreciation for the Nutrition Services team at St. 

Joe's Ann Arbor.  Every person on our team not only supports each other in our 

daily work, but really cares about each other in our personal lives.  If my day is busy, 

without asking, I know I will get offers from multiple team members to help me. It's 

that spirit of working jointly together to help others, to encourage, to listen that is 

unique.  If I'm down they are there to lift me up.  If I am filled with joy, they are 

there to celebrate with me.  I count myself blessed to have the opportunity to work 

with such a wonderful group that I can not only call co-workers and also good 

friends.



Team Recognition Kimberly Gray Quality Excellence, Quality 

Reporting, and Patient Safety and 

Regulatory team

Good morning team, I know its not the first time I've said it, and it won't be the last, 

but I want you to know that I feel blessed to work with you each and every day. 

Your work is so important to these organizations and your dedication to supporting 

patients and colleagues during COVID continues to be so appreciated and 

recognized.

Thank you for being amazing,  Kim
Team Recognition Terry Foley Security and Reception Department I want to thank my entire Security and Reception Service Department for their 

dedication to St Joe's and all it stands for.
Team Recognition Crystal Schmalz Spiritual Care Team  I feel grateful to serve and help others as much as I can during these challenging 

and difficult times
Team Recognition Mike Prochnow Supply Chain I can't thank my staff enough, for all the work that they do.  Starting with my 

leadership team, who has been working tirelessly to fill the many gaps that we have 

due to staffing shortages.  The other staff that are also working over and above the 

call of duty, to make sure that our clinicians have what they need!

Team Recognition Tonia Schemer Talent Acquisition Team I wanted to extend my thanks to the Talent Acquisition Team.  The last year+ has 

brought a lot of  change.  We were in hopes of ‘getting back to normal,’ and what 

we are experiencing today is unchartered.  The Talent Acquisition Team has worked 

relentlessly in attempting to be creative amidst the many challenges.  Thank you to 

the Talent Acquisition Team !!



Non-AA, LV, CH Submission (EPIC) Ruth Raleigh Claudine Kuelske The recent Chicago Data Center downtime was stressful for the SEMI radiology FIND 

program team. Without software to navigate the patients, we had colleagues that 

didn't have their usual daily work to do – but what we all knew was that eventually 

the system would be restored and we'd have thousands of patients that would 

need navigation. While it was reassuring to know that the patients would not get 

lost, it was also overwhelming realizing how far behind we were going to be. After 

the navigation software application came back up online, you stayed logged into 

the system through the evening and into the night on 8/4. You made sure that the 

interfaces were functional and that data was populating the system. I don't know 

that patients have any sense of the magnitude of the village that it takes to provide 

them with the best care possible. Thank you for being part of the FIND program 

village and for all of the amazing work you do every day!

Non-AA, LV, CH Submission (SMML) Molly Todd Kim Spano 100% of the time Kim Spano from St. Marys scheduling is there to help. She goes 

the extra mile in helping me but more importantly help our patients. I've heard Kim 

on the phone assisting patients to schedule to right test, at the right time for them. 

She gives directions, she calms nerves and reassures our patients.  Kim is an 

example of how our Trinity values should be embraced.  Even when faced with 

short staffing she has that smile in her voice and prompt communication in teams. 

She's my go -to gal and many patients would agree.  Thank you Kim!



Non-AA, LV, CH Submission (SMML) Molly Todd Lisa Wildman I want to recognize Lisa Wildman for her consistency in "going the extra mile" for 

our patients. This week Lisa received a call from a very angry and upset man 

regarding his missing antibiotics.  Lisa is part of the radiology/FIND program so 

antibiotic help is not our daily work.  The man yelled and cursed at her beyond what 

any human being should have to endure. Lisa closed the call with suggestions for his 

next steps.  The extra mile and extra caring that Lisa took upon herself was to call 

the upset man the next day just to "follow up" and check on him. No, she didn't 

need to do that but she did.  She spent quite some time on the phone just listening. 

Bottom line is that the pt is scared, scared of the multitude of medical problems he 

is facing along with financial concerns.   Lisa again helped him with some ideas and 

next steps.  An exemplary employee who I am proud and grateful to call my team 

mate.

Non-AA, LV, CH Submission (SMML) Lisa Wildman Molly Todd I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my colleague, Molly Todd, for always 

going above and beyond to help without any hesitations or reservations!! Through 

you, I have gained a substantial amount of knowledge and confidence. You are an 

exceptional human, I am lucky to have you as a colleague and friend!!!

Non-AA, LV, CH Submission (SMML) Andrea Cornell Lisa Wildman Thank you for your support of the radiology FIND program at St. Joes Oakland. 

Thank you for covering vacations and helping us stay caught up. We also appreciate 

your assistance navigating new programs and new updates. The work you do is 

always complete with great follow through. Most important, your upbeat positive 

attitude always makes our day! You are the BEST!!!


